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Installattion Precautiions:  
1、Please read the instructions carefully before installation； 

2、Ask a professional electrician to install； 

3、To avoid the risk of electric shock, ensure that the power supply is turned off before installation and maintenance； 

4、This lamp is only suitable for indoor installation (not for humid environment)； 

5、Install lamps in accordance with local laws and regulations； 

6、The interior of the lamp is controlled by precision motor. Please handle it gently when installing, handling and transporting.  Excessive 
impact force may cause damage to the internal gears of the motor, resulting in abnormal control 。 

7、Do not install the lamps on unstable and unstable skylights to prevent the lamps from falling ； 

8、Keep the instructions for your reference。 

Lamp parts detail diagram：
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Ceiling hanging plate

Lamp input power cord

Hoist buckle (anti-fall cable) 

anti-loose screw

body

Light mounting： 
1、 Take out the lamp from the box, remove the round hanging plate of the lamp, and install the plastic gecko on the 
ceiling according to the hole position of the hanging plate, and reserve or process the wire hole .

(Plastic gecko in the parts bag), as shown below.

Note: If the ceiling is wooden, you can skip this step.

Plastic gecko

2、Use 4 self-tapping screws (parts package) to fix the circular hanging plate on the ceiling, and the 
installation should be in the same direction, which is convenient for the control of the lamp.  When securing the 
cable, route the power cable through the cable hole on the round rear cover, as shown in the following figure. 

Use the turning stop point here 

as the reference orientation
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3、 The anti-fall wire hoist buckle on the lamp is fastened to the bearing place on the ceiling. 
4、 Connect the mains power input cable with the lamp power cable, as shown in the figure below. 。 

Note: The live line has an "AC L" identifier, the neutral line has an "AC N" identifier, if there is 
DMX dimming, the positive pole of the dimming light has a "+" identifier, and the negative pole of the 
dimming light has a "-" identifier.  

5、 Align the clamp point on the lamp body with the hanging plate to avoid the opening, and tighten the 
lamp to the ceiling, as shown in the picture on the lower left.  

At the same time, turn the lamp body counterclockwise to the stop point of the hanging plate, and then 

lock the anti-loosening screws in (align with the side face of the hanging plate when locking), as shown 

in the figure on the lower right.  

Note: 

a. The anti-loosening screw hole is recommended to take the stop point position on the hanging plate as

the benchmark reference, so as to facilitate the unified direction of the lamp control.

b. In order to ensure that the lamp is firmly installed, it can be turned clockwise/counterclockwise

after installation and pulled down the lamp. If the lamp cannot be turned significantly, take it off

to indicate that the installation is correct and intact.

Hanging board to avoid opening

(1) 

(2)

Remote control instructions： 

1，To user
Please read this manual carefully before use and keep it properly for reference.  
In case of abnormal problems, please contact WAC technical staff for the latest information. 
2，Product introduction
The remote control is a special remote control for remote control lamp series, using 2.4G wireless 
transmission scheme, with low power consumption, strong anti-interference ability, stable control;  
Button operation, easy to set, simple operation, simple appearance, bring users more convenient and 
fast experience. 

Installation IInstructions 

 Model: Ceiling-mounted downlight series
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3.Function description of the control button：

Reset key

Group key

Color temperature increase

Luminance reduction

Beam Angle reduction

Color temperature reduction

Charging interface

Beam Angle increase

Confirm key

Light off key

Switch on/Pair key

Activate key

灯具配对、设置完成后，重新通电时， 
10 秒钟内请勿长按配对键“      ” 

Brightness increase

▲ ▼ Horizontal rotation

Vertical rotation

4.Remote control and lamp pairing, activation, operation sequence：
Step 1: Pair the remote control with the light fixture；
Step 2: Activate the luminaire using the remote control；
Step 3: Use remote control to control the luminaire。

5.Remote control pairing operation instructions：
a.Turn on the lamp power supply, at this time the lamp signal window area red
indicator light and accompanied by "drop" sound prompt;；
b.Long press the light button/pairing key "" for about 3 seconds, and the lamp
flashes for 3 times (except for external appliances), that is, the pairing is
successful。

 (a).Please complete the pairing operation before the "drip" sound stops.。 
 (b).You can activate the teamwork mode to check whether the pairing is successful. After teamwork is
activated, the red indicator in the signal window changes to green. For details, see the next 
"Activation & Locking Operation Instructions".

 (c).Each remote control can be paired with 10 lamps, and 10 lamps can be paired at the same time to shorten the 
matching operation steps and time.
 (d).If there are more than 10 lamps in a space, it is necessary to subdivide and pair them
respectively. For example, if there are 50 lamps in a space, it is recommended to pair them in at 
least 5 areas. At the same time, when pairing one of the areas, the other four areas need to be 
disconnected/turned off.

Note:

6.Activation & Locking operation instructions:：
a.Single lamp activation: After the lamp is paired successfully, press and hold the activation key "to drop" sound

on the remote control, and the indicator turns green, that is, the activation is successful.(as shown below)
b.Multiple lamps activation: After multiple lamps are successfully paired, hold down the group
control key on the remote control at the same time to turn green, that is, activate multiple lamps
that have been paired at the same time.

c.Lamp locking operation: In the lamp activation state, quickly press the key "work" twice. If you
need to reactivate the lamp, follow steps a/b.

d.In the lamp activation state, long press the confirm key "state, long press the confirm key.
Matters needing attention：
 (a).After the luminaire is set up, in order to prevent misoperation, the luminaire will automatically 
enter the locked state after working normally for 5 minutes.。 

martin.gong
图章
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Installation IInstructions 

 Model: Ceiling-mounted downlight series

   (b).When multiple lamps are activated, if one of them needs to be controlled separately, all of them 
need to be locked first (refer to step c), and then activated according to step a, so that individual 
lamps can be operated and controlled

   (c).When the remote control is not paired with the lamp or is not paired successfully, the lamp 
indicator can be changed from red to green by following step a, but the lamp will not be controlled by 
the remote control.

7.Other instructions：
a.The remote control adopts built-in lithium battery design, Micro-USB charging interface on the side, 
rated input DC5V 1A, using the corresponding USB output interface can be replenished.

b. Reset operation: When the lamp is activated, long press the reset button "" to restore the lamp to 
factory Settings. After restoring factory Settings, the power should be turned off for 5 seconds and 
then turned on again before the remote control can be paired successfully

c. When the lamp is paired and set, do not long press the remote control pairing key "" within 10 
seconds when the power is turned on again, to avoid pairing confusion caused by repeated pairing of 
different remote controls.

d. This lamp adopts memory function chip, after the power is turned off and turned on again, the lamp 
still maintains the setting state before the power is cut off.。




